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• After graduation

Career Center provides help for future
By Kimberly Leonard
For the Maine Campus
From students stepping out in
December as graduates to those
just setting foot in the door as
freshmen, the Career Center,
located on the third floor of
Chadbourne Hall, offers a plethora of services.
New students who are not sure
of their academic interests can
take advantage of various selfassessment tools, such as worksheets and computer programs
like CHOICES and Focus II.
The CHOICES program uses a
vast inventory of interests to narrow possible career choices. The
program contains information on
nearly 700 occupations as well as
graduate schools and programs.
The Focus II software focuses
on self-assessment of values as
well as interests which, according to Sherry Treworgy, assistant
director of the Career Center, is
just as important to analyze while
seaching br an academic focus.
Another route to self-assessment offered by the Career
Center is the self-directed search.
This is a test taken and scored by
the student. The result matches a
set of various occupation codes,
which can be found in the

Holland
of
Dictionary
Occupational Codes.
The lab acts as a guide for
career development but not, as
with all the self-assessments, as a
definitive rule for choosing a profession.
The lab has six stations,
which, according to lab assistant
Amy Oliver are "very helpful."
It follows the student through
the ranks of self-assessment,
information gathering, gaining
experience and graduate school
or employment opportunities.
Career counseling and advising by the professional staff of the
Career Center is also a possibility.
The staff members help interpret
self-assessments, conduct mock
interviews and assist with career
planning or resume writing.
Treworgy also said the Career
Center gives presentations for
many classes. Nearly all of the
Introduction to Natural Sciences,
Forestry and Agriculture (NFA
100) and Introduction to Liberal
Arts and Sciences(LAS 100)students receive a presentation from
the Career Center as do many of
the senior seminars.
A service directed at upperclassmen is a resume and cover
letter critiquing service. By calling and scheduling an appoint-

UMaine senior Amy Rodgers meets with Patty Counihan, director of the Career Center, to discuss and revise her resume. (Scott Shelton photo.)
ment, a resume or cover letter
can be reviewed by a staff
member of the Career Center.
Students can also link their
resumes to the center's Web
page. The simple process only
requires a phone call to the
Career Center.
Another service rendered by

• Broadcasting

the Career Center is mock interviewing. By appointment, a student can basically participate in a
formal interview. Treworgy said
that a videotaping is also provided
so the participant can later watch
and critique the interview. She
added that the service is valuable
because many students do not have

the experience of a formal interview and practicing can help to
relieve the anxiety and pressure.
As well as mock interviews,
students can apply and interview
for real positions and internships
in companies through the Career
See CAREER on page 5

• Homecoming weekend

WMEB prepares for tower UMaine alumni
return to campus
By Kate Williams
For the Maine Campus

WMEB, the University of
Maine's campus radio station,
will soon be installing a new
tower. The new tower will
allow for a lot more wave travel
and better reception. Many people on campus today cannot
even access the station in their
rooms. That is a problem the
new tower should eliminate.
The new tower will dramatically increase the listener's
range. The new tower will use
900 watts or more as opposed to
380 watts the old one had.
"The tower will be able to use
3000 watts," Station manager
See WMEB on page 5

By Sean Prendergast
For the Maine Campus

Station Manager Brian Demoree broadCasting live at the campus radio station WMEB.(Scott Shelton photo.)
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Students need better
awareness of meningitis.
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This past weekend marked
Homecoming '99 for the
University of Maine. Many
alumni were fortunate enough to
travel back to their alma mater
and could not have asked for a
nicer autumn weekend to do so.
In addition to reminiscing on
years past, there was plenty to do
as well.
Saturday
brought
the
University of Massachusetts at
Amherst football team to play
the Black Bears, as well as a pregame tailgate picnic. Although

Editorial

UMaine did not woo alumni
with a win, at least the alumni
did not have to bear the cold that
has plagued the campus so far
this fall.
All day long, alumni and
their families were traveling
under the now peak foliage,
watching the University of
Maine at Farmington rugby
team take a beating and browsing through curiosities at the
craft fair.
Although many alumni came
back, more and more are staying
home. A general point of view
See ALUMNI on page 5

• Style

Bull guides you through
the Jerry Springer world of
intramurals.
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Reiki — the new cure-all.
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• Student health watch

Meningitis prevalent among college students
By Jillian Trapini
For the Maine Campus
The disease Meningitis has been on a
rise among college students. While there
is a vaccine for most strains of it, the
University of Maine and most other universities do not require having it before
moving on campus.
Meningitis is an inflammation of the
membranes surrounding the brain and
spinal cord. Symptoms are usually flulike and escalate quickly to high fevers
and vomiting.
A recent study done by medical investigators at John Hopkins School of Public
Health revealed that college stildents' who
live on campus are three times more likely to develop meningitis infections than
students who'liVe off campus. The study
also said about 80 percent Of cases could
have been'prevented by vaccination.
n A recent Story done by ABC's'"20/20"
stirred up some interest in the topic.

Several victims' parents were interviewed, most of who had lost their children to the disease.
One of the families interviewed talked
about what happened with their daughter,
Melanie Benn.
She came home for Christmas break
after finals week feeling tired and worn
down. She had a headache and went to
bed thinking she had the flu. About 24
hours later, Melanie had a red dot on her
hand which turned into a bruise. She
became increasingly ill and was rushed
to the hospital. By the time she got there,
she was going into shock, her blood pressure was quickly dropping and her veins
were collapsing.
This is when they found out that
Melanie had Menigococcal Meningitis
(Neisseria Meningitis), a contagious and
extremely deadly strain.
Fortunately, doctors were able to kill
the bacteria that caused the Neisseria
Meningitis. However, the tokins created

by the bacteria continued to attack
Melanie's body. The bacteria got into the
bloodstream and created deadly toxins and
blood clots, which cut off her blood supply
to the limbs and organs. Because of the
quickly dying tissue, gangrene set in.
The only way to save her life was to
amputate both arms and legs. Melanie is
considered lucky for living, although she
did lose all four limbs. Everybody who
had been in contact with her within the
past ten days was at high risk and had to
be treated immediately.

Other cases are more severe.
Meningitis sets in quickly when the
immune system is down. It can cause
seizures, which can lead to permanent
brain damage or brain failure.
Many people are outraged when they
learn how preventable meningitis is. The
vaccine is available at many public
health clinics. If it is not readily available at a local doctor's office, it can easily be ordered. Cutler Health Center
does not carry the vaccine, but it can be
given at other area clinics.

Flu vaccination available
ORONO —A Flu vaccination will be
available in the Lown room of the
Memorial Union on Oct. 20, from 10
a.m. until 3 p.m.
There will be an $8 charge for the vaccine
which can be billed to a student account.
Pneumonia vaccine will, be available

for $20.
This service is presented by Student
Health Services in conjunction with
Bangor Public Health.
Please contact Cindy Perry with
questions about this event at 581-4140 or
via FirstClass.

• Risk rises for sexually active females

New research reveals more about women and STDs
By

aarla.Y. Pleitez
Daily Bruin

LOS ANGELES (U-WIRE) — Lack
olcommunication and dishonesty is pitting more than 3.5 million wo'men in danger of sexually transmitted diseases,
according to a recent study.
Nine in 10 people aged 18 to 44 are
sexually active, and 86 percent of women
reported they have had one sexual partner
in the past year, the study by the Alan
Guitmacher Institute in New York found.
. But what these women do not know is
that their male partners are involved in
other love affairs.
"The study shows that, indirectly,
women are sleeping with more people
than they reported," said Lawrence Finer,
a researcher at the Alan Guttmacher
Institute, who conducted the survey.
The study also found that women of
color are at a higher risk for STDs.
The government-sponsored study was
funded by a grant for the Human Health
Services Committee.
Having multiple sexual partners, or
having a partner who has had multiple
sexual partners over a relatively short
period of time, are key behavioral factors
that contribute to an individual's risk for
STDs, according to the study.
"Many women are underestimating
their own risk," Finer said."We just hope
that the study helps these women understand that they have to take precautions."
But some psychologists said they
wonder what precautions women can
take when their partners are not honest.
"When two people go into a relationship, they go into it with some element of
initial trust," said Harold Pruett, the
director of Student Psychological
Services.
But Finer points out that the study
does not show that the rate of infidelity
has increased in recent years. In fact, the
number of sexual partners women have
has remained at a constant level.
The data also reveal that certain
groups of women are at greater risk of
getting STDs.
"The data suggests that education on
STDs is making people take their sexual

relations more seriously," Finer said.
"More interesting, though, is that minorities are at greater danger of getting STDs."
The survey showed that mire than 75
percent of women of an ethnic minority
who are sexually active are in danger of
getting STDs.
The study defined "minority" as
African American and Latino, not including Asian Americans.
Also, women who do not work, have
less education or are not religiously affiliated are at higher risk, according to the study.
Psychologists speculate that the reason
for this may be a lack of educational material to this population of women. According
to Pruett, the minority community has not
been targeted for STD education.

Some UCLA students said they agree
that STD education is important for a
healthier sex life.
"Human beings need physical intimacy, but that should be no excuse for ignoring common-sense precautions," said Luis
Lepe, a fifth-year political science student.
"Women have to have the confidence
in their relationship to ask for protection
or to have protection when they are intimate," he said."Men should also take the
same precautions."
Finer said he is hopeful that the study
will show women that they must take their
health seriously and protect themselves by
using appropriate contraceptives. Also, he
said he wants the study to push
researchers into developing new contra-

ceptives that will be more under a
woman's control.
"The female condom is one of the few
contraceptives that is made specifically for
women and is likely to protect them
against STDs," Finer said. "But there
should be other methods for women so
that they can take control of their own
health," he said.
Contraceptives are important for protection against STDs, but researchers want
students to know that abstinence is an
option.
"The only way you can be sure you
will not be at the risk of getting STDs is
abstinence," said Lorry Mitchel, a firstyear undeclared student. "And more students should make this an option."

• Religion & Gay Rights

Churches take steps in accepting GLBTs
By Jason Keyser
The Post
ATHENS, Ohio (U-WIRE) — It has
been 25 years since Daniel Torres walked
into a church feeling empowered. When
he was 14, a church in Puerto Rico pushed
him out because he was gay.
"After that bad experience, I didn't
want to go back," he said.
But Thursday night, he did. Torres, an
Ohio University Spanish professor, spoke
and shared scriptures from the Bible in
Galbreath Chapel with 20 gay and lesbian
Christians and their friends.
"It was hard for me to speak to an audience, especially at a church," he said.
Torres's experience is shared by other
gays and lesbians labeled sinners by their
churches. While some churches are
becoming more open, many GLBTs
(Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, Transsexual)

still battle for acceptance in the church.
Without a church to belong to, Torres
turned to a scripture in the Bible, Isaiah
41:10. "It says fear not," he said. "I am
here, I'm your God, I will strengthen you,
I will keep you in my right hand."
Tyler Stout, a senior, left the church
when people began to question why he
would go to church. Before, it never
occurred to him there was a conflict
between Christianity and homosexuality.
But Stout returned Thursday evening,
and the sermon was about gay issues.
"I sat there crying," he said. "It was the
first time I heard the word gay mentioned
in church. If we could just hear that word
more often in Church there would be so
much more acceptance."
ipid...tbe Rev. Jan Griesinger while
reading from the Bible last night at the
chapel, "There is no fear in love. Those
who say they love God but hate their

brothers and sisters are liars."
The United Church of Christ was the
first to ordain an openly gay minister in
1972, Griesinger said. She said God's will
encourages her to bring her sexual orientation into the open.
Griesinger invited other religious
leaders to last night's service, but only
one came. The Rev. Mike Morgan of the
Good Shepherd Episcopal Church, 64
University Terrace, said that the church
would welcome gays and lesbians.
Torres said he might go back to the
church, but he will never again deny
his identity.
"It is a matter of seeing if these other
churches that say that they are open - if
they really are."
The worship service was part of
"Out Week," a week celebrating pride
in the gay, lesbian, bisexual and transgender community.

Stop Smoking.
American Heart
Association
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• Public access

• Research

Duke study Cal -Poly students upset about directory
results in
controversy
By Christine Janocko
Mustang Daily

By Rachel King
The Chronicle
DURHAM, N.C. (U-WIRE) —
Researchers at the Medical Center have
identified a subset of patients with
advanced breast cancer who respond successfully to the experimental treatment of
high-dose chemotherapy followed by a
bone marrow transplant.
The controversial results — which will
appear in the October issue of the Journal
of Clinical Oncology-could assist physicians in selecting patients to treat intensively for breast cancer.
"In this review, we looked at a wide
variety of factors that could potentially
affect a patient's chance of success with
intense, high-dose chemotherapy and
bone marrow transplant," said lead author
Dr. David Rizzieri, assistant professor in
the oncology division of the Department
of Medicine."That way we could identify
which metastatic cancer patients would
benefit most from the treatment."
The research uses a set of patients who
were part of a previous study, which ran
from 1987 to 1995. Of the 425 patients in
the original study, researchers were able to
discern who had a greater chance of success with the therapy, and how to improve
monitoring of those patients at high risk
See BREAST CANCER on page 5

Tickets
$12 students
$15 for general public
available ©MCA
581-1755 or
1-800-MCA-TIXX

SAN LUIS OBISPO, Calif. (UWIRE) — Most people wouldn't give
their home phone number to just anybody.
But then most Cal Poly students don't
have to — the Associated Students Inc.
directory will do it for them.
Cal Poly's directories, both printed
and electronic, give anyone access to a
student's information at any time.
The Family Educational Rights and
Privacy Act of 1974 authorizes the campus to release student directory information to anyone who requests it, according
to the Office of Academic Records' Web
site. Students can prevent the publishing
of information in this year's directory in
two ways: choosing the privacy restriction
option at the Mustang Info Web site or
notifing the Office of Academic Records
by Nov. 12.
According to an e-mail sent out to students from the Office of Academic Records,
this year's ASI directory will list all currently enrolled students and their phone numbers, majors, class levels and e-mail addresses. Student addresses will be omitted from
the printed directory due to a May resolution
passed by the AS! Board of Directors.
However, students' local addresses are still
provided by Cal Poly's online directories.
There are two levels of information
protection available to students. No protection — that is, having all directory
information available for release — is the
default. The first level is to protect locator
information only. This option would keep
a student's name, address, phone number
and e-mail address off the ASI directory

and off any online directories.
The strictest level of information
restriction is to protect all directory
information. This would omit from all
university directories all locator infor'nation, as well as a student's place of
birth, major, dates of attendance, degrees
and awards received, photograph and
any other information provided. In this
case, the university will not verify
enrollment or degree information without a student's written consent.
For some students, like ornamental
horticulture senior Kate Flores, that inconvenience is worth the peace of mind of
having her information restricted.
"I have mine protected because I don't
want some psycho looking me up [on the
Internet]," Flores said. Flores first heard
about the directories last year in the wake of
cases of missing students. She said protecting her information was a simple process.
"It was easy," Flores said. "You go and
click a box on the Internet."
History senior Kevin Ilac wasn't sure
how to protect his directory information,
but this didn't worry him.
"I'm not too weirded out by [the release
of directory information], but I'm sure some
women would be, because they're the ones
getting stalked and stuff," Ilac said.
Both Ilac and Flores said the university should change its information-release
procedure. Rather than place the burden of
protecting information on the student, the
university should make students who
would like to be included in the directory
submit their name, Flores said. Ilac suggested new students be given the option to
be included in directories up front.
"Incoming freshmen should have

something on the [enrollment] application
that says,'Hey, do you want your name on
the web site or what?" Ilac said.
Flores also questioned the necessity of
campus directories.
"I don't understand why they even
print [the directory]," she said. "I've
never had anybody call me because they
found me in the directory. I don't know
anyone who uses it."
Still, other students see the advantages
of having access to directory information.
"I think it's a good idea that people can
find me in case they need to contact me or
something," said Eddie Mui, a microbiology sophomore."Also, when I need to find
people, it's very convenient because sometimes I don't know their (telephone] number off the top of my head."
Mui, whose information isn't restricted, said the university's procedure for protecting student information is sufficient.
"It's easy enough," Mui said. "We're
college students. We should be able to figure it out."

- Auto
827- 0302
168 Main Rd.
Bradley
Complete Collision
Repair Service
*Insurance Work*
*Insurance Rentals Arranged.
'Computer Estimating.

Show Student I.D. *1 Recieve
a 10% discount
Now accepting Visa and Mastercard

Rustic Overtones
w/ special guests
Rahzel from 'The Roots" and Howie Day

Monday October 18th
Doors open 0 7:00 PM,Showtime 0 7:30 PM

Tickets are limitedso get them while you can!!
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• Student finances

Bill proposes stiffer penalties on scholarship fraud
By Rhonda Sciarra
Daily Egyptian

of a scholarship service's claim. She said
"Educating consumers on how to recKantrowitz said there are several legitif students are curious about a company or ognize these types of scams will do more
imate services on the Internet where stuservice, they should not hesitate to look to thwart these scams than any law
dents can benefit from.
CARBONDALE, Ill.(U-WIRE)-- A
into the business' past.
enforcement," Kantrowitz said.
Terri Williams, academic scholarship
bill currently being presented to Congress
"If a business is not willing to give you
A type of scholarship fraud, known
coordinator for New Student Admissions
aims to prevent incoming college students
references or work with you, I think red as guaranteed scholarship services, at SIUC, said students can
find enough
from losing millions of dollars to frauduflags should be going up," she said.
guarantees students will earn a desigways to earn scholarships at no cost.
lent scholarship scams.
The first legal action against scholar- nated amount of money but require stu"There are enough scholarship servicThe "College Scholarship Fraud
ship scams began in fall of 1996 when the dents to pay for the services. es out there that students
can take advanPrevention Act of 1999" adds 10 years to
FTC launched project Scholar Scam and Kantrowitz said the claims these servictage of without paying someone to do that
prison sentences of people convicted of shut down five fraudulent companies. es make are unreasonable.
for them," she said.
fraud if the criminal activity involves
Mark Kantrowitz, publisher of the FinAid
education. The bill also requires the
Web site (www.finaid.org), said scholar- • Remedies
Commission
Federal
Trade
and
ship scams have always existed.
Department of Education to maintain a
"If you have to pay money to get
website that contains information about
money, it is probably a scam," Kantrowitz
legitimate college scholarships.
said. "A scholarship is about gaining
Sens. Spencer Abraham R-Michigan, money-not giving money."
and Russell D. Feingold, D-Wisconsin,
The eight organizations that have since
sponsored the legislation, which went
been shut down by the FTC defrauded
By Sara Machi
of more severe symptoms and shorten the
before a Senate Judiciary Committee hearmore than 175,000 consumers of $22 milBadger Herald
length of the cold, he said.
ing a week ago.
lion. Kantrowitz estimates total consumer
Agoroun originally developed the
Monica Brahler, public relations
losses from scholarship scams to number
MADISON, Wis.(U-WIRE)— Along
spray through its research on a treatcoordinator for the Financial Aid Office
in the hundreds of millions of dollars.
at SIUC, said students should be leery of
"By the time I could assemble proof with cooler temperatures, the approach of ment for HIV, the virus that causes
AIDS. Gem n said both treatments essenunsolicited, scholarship services that that an organization is fraudulent, the winter means the beginning of the cold
tially work on the same principle of
provide information through the mail or organization has already been in existence and flu season for many.
Even though Madison residents may
protease inhibition.
via e-mail.
for well over a year," Kantrowitz said.
"A good rule of thumb is that if it "By the time fraud is proven, they have not be able to change the weather, they
"Agoroun proved that this inhibitor
may in the future be able to prevent those
works in test tubes, and this study will see
sounds too good to be true, it probably is," changed their name and address."
if it works as well in people," said Tim Le
she said.
Along with a crackdown on fraud, nasty colds by using a nasal spray.
In
cooperation
with
Agoroun
Brahler said the Better Business the FTC has launched programs to eduMonds, University Hospital spokesman.
Bureau and Attorney General's office are cate students about what types of scams Pharmaceuticals Inc., researchers at the
Le Monds said the hospital is currentUniversity
of
Wisconsin
Hospital
great resources for checking the validity
have
ly recruiting participants for the study,
are fraudulent.
begun testing a nasal spray touted as a
which began last week and will go
possible cure for the common cold.
through November.
"This spray works against the rhiThe study will involve 25 particinovirus that causes cold symptoms, such
pants and is open to anyone in the comas sore throat, achiness and stuffiness,"
munity between 16 and 70 who exhibits
said Dr. James Gem, University of cold symptoms.
You may learn
Wisconsin-Madison pediatrician and
Each participant's trial with the spray
something about yourself.
director of the study.
will last for 10 days and will be followed
Gent said that although rhinoviruses
by two post-treatment evaluation visits.
1lMaine's thrice-weekly newspaper
only account for 50 to 60 percent of colds
According to Gem, the trial will only
during most of the year, they account for
look at people "when they get the earliest
70 to 80 percent of colds during
sign of a cold," or within the first 36 hours
September, October, March and April.
of the cold's onset because after that the
According to study coordinator Sue
virus has already significantly replicated
Mauel, colds generally begin in the nose, and spread throughout the body. Thus, it is
but as the' virus replicates, it spreads
crucial that the protease inhibitor attack
throughout the body. This replication
the virus in its infancy.
accounts for the first stage of the cold-the
Although University Hospital is cursecond stage involves the body's immune
rently testing the spray, it will probably be
response to the virus.
several years before this treatment will be
"Certain proteins, known as proteases, available to the public.
LOYD AUERBACH...
help the virus to make new viral partiMauel said after the study concludes,
cles," Gemn said, "and the protease
Agoroun
will then analyze the data. "If
is Director of the Office of
inhibitor contained in the nasal spray will
this truly is the cure, four phases of drug
Paranormal Investigations, an
block the replication of the virus."
studies will follow in order to get it out on
investigator of paranormal
This will thus prevent the development
the market and approved by the FDA."
Phenomena, and the author of
four books: Mind Over Matter,
ESP. Hauntings and Poltergeists,
Psychic Dreaming, and
Reincarnation. Channeling and
Possession.

Nasal spray may provide
cure for the common cold

Open
your mind

The Maine Campus

EXPLORING THE REAL
LIFE X-FILES: GHOSTS!

itcti votunt:Kci,oft
Make'a Biljeretict Baqf
Saturda/n Oeteker 23.

PREPARE TO BE SCARED!!!!!
Date:Thursday, October 21, 1999
Time:7:00 P.M.
Place: 100 Donald P. Corbett
Sponsored by:

FREE TO
ALL!

Guest Lecture Series

VOICE is helping HOME with a project stacking and moving
wood with other possible various tasks.
Both groups and individuals are welcome to come help.
Transportation is provided. The bus will be leaving at 9:00 am
Saturday morning and returning at 4:00 pm.
For more info, or to sign up please stop by the VOICE office on
the 2nd floor of the Memorial Union or call at 581-1796.
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from page 1

WMEB
Brian Demoree said.
The height difference between the old
and new towers is also a factor, with the latter being much taller than the existing structure. The new tower is about 150 feet tall.
The new tower will be installed once
FDA and FCC approval is received. It
should be operational by the end of
October. "We are hoping we will get
approval soon and it will be installed by
the end of October," Demoree said.

The old tower is currently attached to a
light pole on the top of the lights behind
the bleachers at Mahaney Diamond. The
new tower will be located in Whittier
Field. There is interference between the
Physics lab in Bennett Hall and the tower
by the baseball diamond. The idea is to put
the new tower away from the main part of
campus to avoid such issues.
The range will be able to reach high
points in Waterville as well as coastal areas

like Cadilliac Mountain and Calais. The
new tower will enable WMEB's signal to
saturate Bangor. It will also help eliminate
the problem of the station shorting out.
Mike McCauley, the station's faculty
adviser said, "Since the mid-'80s there has
been the problem of getting the station's signal, but in the spring of 1997, a group persuaded the university to look for a new site."
The money for the new tower is essentially coming out of the station's budget. The

university gives the station an allotted
amount of money each year. They are putting
most of it toward the tower instead of making smaller changes the station might need.
The project has been in the planning
station for two years, with the past year
being focused on the installation of the
new tower.
The new tower not only will greatly
advance the range of the station, it will
make reception better.

from page 3

Breast cancer
for recurrence or spreading of the cancer.
The patients were divided into three
groups based on how they responded to
the original clinical trial of standard
chemotherapy. The progressive group —
which showed no signs of response to the
treatment — was taken off chemotherapy.
The other two groups — the partial responders and the complete responders —
received high-dose therapy followed by a
bone marrow transplant.
"Up front, everyone was treated the
same and then they went on a different
path," said Gloria Broadwater, co-author
of the study and a senior statistician at
Duke's cancer center.
Although this procedure may prove to
be extremely beneficial, Rizzieri noted
that high-dose chemotherapy for breast

cancer patients is controversial.
Other leaders in the medical community are skeptical about the potential benefits
of the study. "I think that this is a highly
charged subject and that there's a great
deal of smoke about the value of this highdose chemotherapy," said Dr. Laurence
Baker, director of clinical research at the
University of Michigan Cancer Center.
"The question is whether there is any
redeeming value in this therapy."
Baker noted that the Duke study is
consistent with previous studies, which
indicate that patients with slower disease
growth and longer survival will respond
better to treatment. "But that's not where
the controversy lies," he said."Many people don't think that the high costs of this
treatment are warranted, given the low

number of patients who can potentially
benefit from it."
Rizzieri recognized some of these concerns. "This is a small baby step forward
for some, but it doesn't affect all breast

cancer patients," he said.
"You combine that with the intensity
and toxicity of this aggressive treatment
and some people feel that the procedure
isn't warranted."

Career

from page I

Center. The center collects resumes for the
employer to preview. Later, the employer
will send a representative to actually interview the applicant on campus.
Another avenue to finding internships
and networking exists through the Maine
Mentor Program. The mentor program was
created in 1986 and has grown to include
645 alumni ready and willing to be mentors.
This program is a network of
University of Maine alumni who have said

they would be obliged to mentor a current
UMaine student. Their roles may be as
simple as discussing the career options in
a particular field or as involved as finding
an internship.
On Feb. 3, 20(1), the center will sponsor a career fair. Numerous companies
such as the Bangor Daily News, IDEXX
Laboratories, Stone and Webster
Engineering Corp. and Georgia Pacific
Corporation/Forestry will be on hand.

from page 1

Homecoming
among students is that Friends and Family
Weekend should be combined with
Homecoming. The craft fair and art show
was reminiscent to the one that happened
only three weeks ago.
Fred Tarr, a 1953 graduate, painted
a different picture of the university.
Tarr talked about the social aspect of
campus living when he was in school.
"Girls had to be in their rooms by
10:30," Tarr said. "If they were late, they
were in hot water."
Although the administration pushed a
more conservative way of life during
Tarr's days at UMaine, students didn't
always embrace this philosophy.
Tarr reminisced on late-night panty
raids in Estabrooke Hall and stringing the
unfortunate owner's undergarments on
the flag pole out front. Tarr also pointed
to Alfond Arena and said that the Black
Bears play where North Hall once stood.
Like the leaves on the trees at this time of
year, the alumni quickly realize that
things change.
Public Safety Officer Sherri Marquis
also knows how things change. Marquis
said nightlife over the weekend "was a
very quiet for a Homecoming. It was

not much busier than any other weekend, really."
She compared Homecoming to Friends
and Family Weekend as well, where she
noticed the latter as having more activity
because there were more people on campus staying with friends.
Marquis said that generally when
younger alumni come to relive times when
they were undergraduates, there are more
calls to Public Safety. This year, she said,
Orono was relatively quiet.
Many students and alumni alike have
commented on combining Homecoming
with Friends and Family Weekend due to
lower participation at the former.
Officer Marquis said there was more
going on in the early afternoon than there
was at night.
Public Safety Officer Carroll
DeBeck explained that more officers
were made available because there
were more road details and parking
problems created by the craft fair and
hockey game.
Although participation was down
from years past, many alumni were able
to enjoy the weather and found plenty
to do.

FALL 1999
NEWMAN LECTURE
Monday, October 18, 1999 at 7:30 PM at the Newman Center
University of Maine - 83 College Ave, Orono
Doing Ethics Today:
of
Life, Death and Conscience
Issues
by
Rev. Edward C. Vacek, S.J., Ph.D.
Rev. Edward C. Vacek, S.J., Professor of Christian Ethics at
Weston Jesuit School of Theology, Cambridge, MA, holds a Ph.D. from
Northwestern University and a License in Sacred Theology from
Loyola University of Chicago. He serves on the ethics boards of
several medical institutions, and the editoral boards of several journals.
in
He has lectured in the Philippines and South Africa, and studied
Brazil, Germany, France and England.
The lecture is open to the public, free of charge.

Saturday afternoon, members of the UMaine Alumni band performed during
half-time of the UMaine vs. UMass-Amherst football game. (Cathy
McComish photo.)
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60 CNN word
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54 Speech
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M-G-M couple
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57 Ireland
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Magnus
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POLICY:

To bring a correction to
our attention please call 5811271 between the hours of 9

a.m. and 12 p.m., e-mail
To the editor@umit.maine.edu
or stop by the offices located
on the fourth floor of
Chadbourne Hall, across from
ASAP Media Service.
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EDITORIAL
Unite and defend MPBC
here was Big Bird. And Cookie Monster. And Bert and Ernie. And along
with these characters came learning, respect and entertainment.

T

And where did all of these wonderful creations come from? They were brought
to us by things as simple as the letter Q and the number five.
Public television is just that — for the public. On Tuesday, Nov. 2, Maine residents
will be asked to either spare the future of the state's major source of media and learning or abandon Maine Public Television faster than Oscar the Grouch fires off insults.
Question 5, as it will appear on the ballot, asks voters whether or not they want
to approve a $9.4 million bond in order to help the Maine Public Broadcasting Corp.
convert to digital broadcasting. If MPBC is unable to get the money, it may signal
the sad end of one of the greatest institutions this state has ever seen.
Every person who grew up in Maine has been able to take something away from
watching public programming during his or her formative years. Nobody learns to
count, read or spell without help. It takes the assistance of parents and loved ones to
get started; it takes Sesame Street and Mr. Rogers to push those skills over the edge.
The voters of this state need to rally around a vital piece of their childhood and
make sure that "X" Owl and Henrietta Cat have homes in a tree in the
Neighboorhood of Make-Believe for years to come.
Learning is essential to this society's growth. Could all the learning in this state
have been done without the aid of public television?
(Dr.) Who knows? If the children of the future can tell me how to get to Sesame
Street, then it may be a beautiful day in the neighborhood afterall.

Say the phrase that pays
he phrase that pays at a number of American universities these days is
"online public course evaluations." More and more students are able to,
at certain schools, gain access to other students' anonymous reviews of
classes that they have taken. This is a big step up from the written evaluations that
go on at the end of the semester and are only seen by the professor and the administration.
Now, John and Jane Q. Student have the opportunity to look on the Internet to
see whether or not that class they were thinking about taking is really worth registering for. They simply point and click their way to advice about professors, how
they grade, course guidelines and the like. It's infinitely better than the "my best
friend's girlfriend's roomate heard that it was a really hard class three semesters
ago" scenario.
Some professors are afraid that such information will be used against them and
may jeopardize their chances of getting tenured if their supervisors see these
reviews. Many also argue that some of the students who write the reviews may be
the ones who did poorly and want to take revenge. These professors would have
nothing to fear, however, if they were good teachers. Besides, it's no different from
the ones the administrations see now.
This will to be a fantastic opportunity to place power back in the collective
hands of the student body. Too often we find ourselves unable to sway the opinion
of greater academia (professors and administrators). It is not the university's job to
make their school a garden of Eden for each student (even though we pay them disgusting amounts of money), but since the current evaluations rarely actually change
any classes for the better, then perhaps the least favorite classes would fade away
from lack of enrollment. That's the best kind of natural selection there is.

T
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• Letters to the Editor
• Ad is antiSemitic
It is incomprehensible
to me why The Maine
Campus published an ad
by Holocaust denier
Bradley Smith on Oct. 4.
Smith argues that key
materials
in
used
Holocaust Studies "are
soaked through with
fraud and falsehood," and
labels Elie Wiesel and
other Holocaust survivors
as "dishonest eyewitnesses." These allegations are
repulsive and totally
unacceptable. I teach a
course on the Holocaust
at the University of
Maine, and the ad implies
that I lie and provide the
students with untrue
information. Obviously,
this is not the case.
There is a huge
amount of evidence to
demonstrate the murder
of 6 million Jews (and 5
million non-Jews) by the
Nazis and their collaborators, including testimonies by survivors and
Nazi
functionaries,
German official documents, and physical evidence like the extermination camps. Clearly, the
denial of the Holocaust is
not motivated by any
wish to purse the truth,
but by anti-Semitism,
hatred for the Jews, and
sympathy for the Nazis.
Moreover,.the Holocaust
denial
negates
an
extremely important part
of Jewish history, which
in some way may be even
worse than justifying that
tragedy. Imagine, for
example, how AfroAmericans would feel if
slavery had been denied.
In an editorial on Oct.
8, The Maine Campus
stated that the paper will
not publish "an obscene
or pornographic advertisement or one explicitly
threatening a specific
individual or group." For
Jews the negation of the
Holocaust constitutes a
real threat, since it is full
of hate and is inspired by
anti-Semitic
views.
Likewise,
AfroAmericans would feel
threatened and outraged
if an ad paid by the KKK
denied the existence of
racial discrimination in
American history.
I invite the editor and
other members of the
paper's staff who voted
to publish the ad to take
on
class
the
my
Holocaust (HTY 411). I

believe the knowledge
they will acquire in that
class will help them to
make a better judgment
next time that such an
issue is discussed.
Alexander Grab,
professor of history
and supported by the
following coleagues:
William Baker; Richard
Blanke, Jay Bregman,
Nathan Godfried, Richard
Judd, Elizabeth Mckillen,
Martha Mcnamara, Liam
Riorddan, Scott See, Howard
Segal, Janet Tebrake and
William Tebrake

• Let them go
carless
The University of
Maine parking situation
is a subject of constant
complaint, but with
increasing class sizes
over the years, this problem has reached epic proportions. It is probably
too late to salvage this
year, but something needs
to be done now to ease
the parking congestion of
the future. I propose that
first-year resident students not be allowed to
have cars on campus
beginning next year.
The current first-year
class is the largest in
eight years, and with
students come cars.
Parking near academic
buildings during peak
class hours is tough. If
students cannot find
parking places, they have
only two options: miss
class or park illegally.
Parking near residence
halls at night is just as
difficult. For safety reasons, it is not smart to
walk alone in the dark.
Many students opt to
park illegally rather than
put themselves in danger.
The number of parking permits sold to firstyear students is not availIt is obvious,
able.
though, that these students are part of the
problem. This is unfortunate because first-year
students can easily manage
without
cars.
Students
can
walk
between most buildings

on campus in less than
ten minutes. There are
facilities here for dining,
shopping, exercising and
socializing.
Students
without cars would spend
more time on campus,
which would build a better sense of community.
Other public universities in our region already
have a first-year student
car ban. The University
of New Hampshire, the
University
of
Connecticut and the
University of Vermont all
have policies to restrict
campus parking to underclass students.
I urge administrators
to seriously consider this
proposal as a way to cope
with the overflowing
parking lots, frustrated
students and constant
complaints.
Hollie L. Gowen,
Orono

• Turn the tables
on Sensation
I just read the editorial concerning the exhibit
at the Brooklyn Museum
of Art called "Sensation"
which was published on
Oct. 4, and I have a question for the members of
the editorial board.
My question is as follows: If instead of the pictures of the Virgin Mary,
say the museum exhibited
pictures of Dr. Martin
Lurther King, or the Star
of David, or starving
Jewish people in a Nazi
concentration camp. Then
if these images were surrounded by dung and genitals, would you have
reacted the same way in
your editorial?
In other words would
you have defended the
right of the museum and
the right of the artist to
display those pictures?
Furthermore, would you
have criticized Mayor
Giuliani for withdrawing
taxpayers money from
the museum subsidy, and
would you have accused
him of being obsessed
by unimportant things?
Piero Brovarone,
Bangor

CORRECTION
The Sigma Chi Fraternity was not kicked off campus
due to alcohol-related issues as stated in Wednesday's
column "Here comes the domino effect." Sigma Chi
is still an active on-campus group that does not have
a house simply due to financial reasons.
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OPINION
• Bulls on parade

• Down the Hatch

One hick, two hick, three... Death by hop-scotch
I've lived in Harpswell,
Maine, all my life. The layout of
Harpswell consists of three large
islands, a peninsula and about 40
smaller islands in the outer
waters. They're famous for their
picturesque views, rural life and
general serenity.
a
It's
given
fact
that because
of that beausmall
ty,
quiet town
life and the
salt air that
Harpswell offers the islands
become a popular summer
tourist trap. A trap similar to
Freeport and Portland, which
are just a short distance away.
I'm not saying this applies to
all tourists, because there are
many who are kind and polite
and respectful of the place they
are in. I'm mostly concerned
about the tourists who come to
the islands and the area with
their campers and their city attitudes and totally trash and disrespect the people who live there.
It's something we all deal
with at some point, because
quite honestly, it's how most of
the small business owners and
landlords make their money.
By treating tourists to a slice of
small town life and an escape,
it means they are more apt to

come back the next summer.
We accept that from May
until September it takes about
10 to 15 minutes to be able to
cross the road to get the mail or
the newspaper, that you can't
walk on the
beaches with-

out dodging
tourists' trash
and broken bottles from drunken parties, as well as trash in
the fields and grass by the rest
areas overlooking the water.
We also accept the fact that
there will always be the people
from away who treat us like hicks
who know nothing about the
world, or even the state we are in.
A friend of mine, who lives
and works on the islands during the summer at a seafood
restaurant, told me about one of
her encounters with the
tourists. The visitor asked
about how she liked the islands
and where were good places to
visit and stay for the night.
Next, as if to be a funny guy he
asked the one question most
islander's hate hearing— "have

you ever been off the island?"
The question in itself relays
the typical idea that because it
is a small town that the residents never get a chance to see
or visit the world.
Her response? "No,
my daddy won't let me
take the horse past the
bridge ..."
As good residents
we help out how we
can because that is the
polite and neighborly
thing to do. And we
would want people to do
the same for us when we
go to visit other places.
Obviously Maine isn't the
only state with tourists and Maine
isn't the only state with the kinds
of problems that tourists provide.
It isn't the only state where people park their RVs and motor
homes in parking lots or play
loud stereos and leave trash just
about anywhere and everywhere.
So my word of advice to
people who are looking to go
visiting other places; treat the
people whose territory you are
going to visit like they are people, not just hicks. Let them be
the masters of their domain,
not you.
Debra Hatch is a junior
journalism major and the
assistant city editor.

• Abstract observations

Fall is a time of reflection
By Catie Joyce
Ah, fall is in the air. I can
tell when autumn has finally
arrived because I can step outside, even with my eyes closed
and just feel it: the cold freshness filling my lungs, awaking
my senses. It is enlivening, as
if the breeze could just pick
me up and carry me off; the
sticky heat of summer no
longer weighing me down.
The fall air does something
to the night, too, especially the
night sky. As I lift my head to
the vast field of stars above,
they seem brighter, like chips
of glinting diamonds pasted
onto a contrasting deep black
sky. Perhaps it is from the
crispness of the air, or maybe
just the magic of the season.
When I think of fall I think
of brisk walks in wool sweaters
through crunching leaves, or
rambling Sunday drives to
view the foliage. There is
some inspiring quality about
fall that beckons me outdoors,
the wind whipping through the
trees, almost challenging me to
come out and play.
I remember one autumn
afternoon spent getting lost in

the woods with a friend. We
found the enticing little path,
calling us into the forest of red
and yellow leaves quite by
accident. Answering the call of
autumn heard deep within the
woods, we took the path. It led
us through a maze of fall brilliance and the'remnants of a
summer gone by.
Fall is a time of reflection,
more than any other season. It
seems, as I watch the summer
fade away into fall, partaking
in nature's lifecycle, I cannot
help but reflect upon my own.
For an afternoon, we had let
autumn's enchantment carry us
away. Eventually we were led
back to pavement and the present, leaving our adventure in
the woods.
Too often though, I forget
fall's beauty, focusing on the
down side: colder weather,
meaning the impending doom of
winter. I almost get angry at the
turning leaves as they fall down
to the browning grass, as if they
have something to do with bringing the mountains of snow and
the bitter cold that is to come.
I look around me at the people,jackets buttoned up to chins,

braving the frigid winds and
chilling rain we've had lately, as
if in preparation for the snow.
They walk quickly, umbrellas
clutched tightly in cold fingers,
or hooded, with rain splattered
glasses, scowls on their faces,
not taking time to notice the colored trees and the effects of fall.
Yet as I watch, I also notice
we are friendlier to each other
in this nasty weather. Those
scowls are not meant for me,
but for the evil drops of bitter
cold rain. If nothing else it
makes for a common topic of
conversation, if only for a brief
moment in passing. "That's
some weather out there!" is
practically the Maine hello.
I think it also inspires kindness. Notice how many more
doors get held open for you
and how many more doors you
hold open for others. We
empathize with one another,
smiling a knowing smile as we
hold open the door. For these
coming miserable days of cold,
it is just us against nature. And
we unite to battle the elements.
Catie Joyce is a freshman
English major.

can be avoidable
blood, dirty
Dripping
looks, flying elbows and fist
fights. This may sound like
the latest episode of WWF
Raw but it isn't. NO ... this is
even a bigger joke. Those are
examples of what you see during a game of intramural

sports here at UMaine. The
other night I happened to catch
about 30 seconds of a flag
football game — at Morse
Field. In that half a minute, I
came to realize why I stopped
playing intramural sports in
the first place. I encourage
you, if you enjoy violent
movies and television shows
like Jerry Springer, to have
some popcorn and to watch
intramural sports. I saw punching, kicking, spitting, spousal
abuse, nut grabbing and eye
gouging. I think I even saw
one player burn an American
Flag, and I'm pretty sure if a
puppy was on the sidelines
someone would have kicked
him, too.
I understand that many of
you are like me. We just like to
go out and enjoy a fun competitive sport with our friends;
that's fine. Then again you
have the "high school heroes,"
who take things too far. The
same "heroes" that devour raw
eggs all week preparing for
their big game. They dust off
their old high school jersey
and dawn those same old shoes
they wore when they sat the
bench in 12 grade. They sat
the bench then ... they should
sit the bench now.
I could care less that they
averaged 22 points per game
for Pigmy Village Tech their
senior year in basketball. I
could care less if they were
for
quarterback
starting
The
State.
Amputee
Northern
fact is, they couldn't even play
backup quarterback for Beal
College. So live with it. You
are here to have fun so leave
the scrapbook at home.
Also, have a little respect for

the spectators, who more often
then not are small children.
Sure, the kid has probably heard
swearing before, but he doesn't
need to hear it from you.
Instead whisper rude things in
your opponent's ear. It makes
h e

atmosphere better, and your
opponent might find it sexy.
And for the spectators, leave
your damn kids at home. You
know what goes on during a
game. Your kids don't need to be
educated by a bunch of arrogant
college students who drink like
rock stars and swear like pirates.
Tap into that college fund and get
yourself a baby-sitter.
Furthermore, for heaven's
sake ... leave the referee
alone, they're college kids,
too. They might make a bad
call, or so you think, but give
them a break. How fun is it
for them to referee a game if
you keep telling them your
going to "rip their nuts off' or
"have dirty sex with their
mother." Bottom line: there's
no need to scare the living
piss out of your friendly referee. (Even if it does seem like
they have the eyesight of Ray
Charles and a brain made
entirely of human feces.)
To sum up, Bull says: Take
intramurals lightly. We all
know you have skills. Hell,
you may be able to dribble a
basketball between your legs!
The point is it really doesn't
matter. All you're playing for
is some pride, and for many,
that isn't much too lose. I
know you may have a whole
truckload of MVP hopscotch
trophies you won in the fourth
grade but do me and everyone
else a favor: Leave them at
home and come enjoy intramurats for the fun of it.
Travis Cowing is a junior
KPE major who is taking submissions for the position of
mail-in bride.

Your opinion matters
Write a letter to the editor.
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STYLE
• Orono Public Library

Why fear is fun
By David B. Hall
For the Maine Campus
University of Maine English professor
30 people Thursday night at the Orono
Public Library on the topio of horror films
and why people enjoy these movies so
much.
"We like to test ourselves without
being in danger," Everman said. "We are
at greater risk of danger sitting on a roller
coaster or merry-go-round than we are
watching a horror film."
Fellow professor Judy Hakola introduced
Everman, on behalf of the Friends of the
Orono Library, and commented on his joy of
horror movies.
"He has made a cottage industry out of
staying up late and watching scary
movies," Hakola said.
Everman amazed much of the audience
with his extensive knowledge of all types of
horror movies. Who else would have seen
movies like "Hillbillies in a Haunted House,"
"I Eat your Skin," "Satan's Cheerleaders"

and "Blood Orgy of the She-Devils" but
Everman? Everman is also the,author of six
books, including two about movies, titled
"Cult Horror Films" and "Cult Science
Fiction Films."
Everman mapped out many points on
why horror films are so appealing to people with film trailers of such horror classics as "Alien," "Destroy All Monsters"
and "Godzilla, King of the Monsters."
"Horror movies makes us gain control
over our real fears," he said. "They show us
a fantasy fear that is cloaked in a real fear. I
am not afraid of vampires, but maybe I am
afraid of growing old, change or even death."
At the end of his presentation he took
questions from an eager audience of all ages.
Some asked him which was the best
horror film, he said "Dawn of the Dead,"
directed by George Romero and the worst
horror film, "Orgy of the Dead."
"At one point during the movie the
lens fogs up and you can see a hand come

DRAMATIC OVERTONES

Rustic Overtones, the Portland-based band, will be playing tonight
at 7 p.m. at the Maine Center for the Arts. (Courtesy photo.)

• Medicine

Healing through Reiki

See HORROR on page 12
By Dilnora Azimova
For the Maine Campus
He puts his hand on a patient's sick body
part and after energetically scanning their
body system and getting a feel for where a
patient's energetic blockages may be, he
transmits universal life energy. Natural healing comes to a patient in the form of Reiki.
Greg Howe of Bangor is one offew Reiki
masters in Maine. He has been practicing
Reiki for 4 years already. Howe is certain
Reiki is a holistic and hands-on healing art.
"Reiki is really an energy medicine,"
he said It is something, that I believe,
comes from god or universal power, and
we are able to channel it through us and
give to people who need it."
Howe got interested in Reiki and
learned it from another Maine Reiki mas-

ter, Fran Collin, who treated him for a
relationship crisis. Now Howe himself
treats people as well as animals.
People usually come to him and tell
what their symptoms are. Howe finds
places in patients' bodies where he feels
there are energetic blockages and tries to
"untie" them to let his energy flow into the
patient's body.
"It's something you feel in your hands.
It feels like pressure," he said."To me the
feeling is a lot like when you turn off a
stove and you can't tell which burner was
on, but when you put your hand close,
you can kind of feel one is warmer than
the other. But other people feel tingling,
pushing or pulling. It's something that has
to be experienced."
See REIKI on page 12

• Movie reveals

Film reveals dark side
of suburban life
By Benjamin Lupien
For the Maine Campus

Rob Crocker demonstrates the shearing process at Witter Farm Saturday. The
event was part of Meet the Breeds Sheep Demonstration during homecoming
weekend.(Mark Lipczynski Photo.)

"American Beauty" is going to be
on the short list for this year's Oscar
nominations.
This movie is a beautifully shot, dark
comedy from start to finish. The actors
make this movie even more enjoyable and
unpredictable. This film is a must see for
anyone interested in the dark side of
American society.
Lester
plays
Spacey
Kevin
Burnham, a 42-year-old suburbanite
with a failing marriage and a distant
daughter. The movie starts with Lester
telling the viewer, "In less than a year,
I'll be dead. Of course, I don't know
that yet. In a way, I'm dead already." An

eye-opening and attention-catching lead
that is able to keep you wondering
throughout the whole movie.
Annette Bening plays Carolyn
Burnham, a seemingly successful real
estate broker. However, Carolyn has a passion for the 'King of Real Estate,' Buddy
Kane, played by Peter Gallagher. She also
forces her teenage daughter to listen to
elevator music at dinner.
Thora Birch plays Jane, the Burnham's
estranged I6-year-old daughter. Jane
appears to be the typical rebellious high
school girl. She is obsessed with her
breasts and has been saving money for a
boob job for many years. She is a member
of the high school cheerleading team,
See BEAUTY on page 12
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• Autumn

Fall colors alive in Acadia
By Oksana Kaluh
For the Maine Campus
Fall ... There is something magical
about this time of the year, something
unique and unforgettable. I love seeing the
leaves turn color, the way they change
from deep or bright green — to almost any
shade of red, yellow or brown. I like
watching them fall helplessly onto the
ground, carried by the wind anywhere it
wants to take them, turning the ground
into a beautiful multicolored rug. I love
the smell of the autumn air, the sounds of
the raindrops falling.
Do you like the way our campus looks
right now? Don't pay attention to the rain
and the wind. Look around you on a nice
day. Have you noticed how gorgeous it is?
If you like fall on campus, you will definitely be amazed with the way it is on the
coast of Maine.
It's nothing short of breathtaking.
Probably, the best place to experience all
of its beauty is in Acadia National Park,
located about an hour's drive from here,
on Mount Desert Island. It is one of the
most visited parks in the country. Every
year more than a million visitors come to
see all the park has to offer. And there is
plenty, believe me.
I spent two summers living and working in Bar Harbor, a town on Mt. Desert
Island. I enjoyed every day of my stay
there. It is astonishing how many people
come to Bar Harbor each day. Though
most of the tourists come during the summer months, especially in July and
August, many people arrive for the brilliant fall foliage.
It is a little quieter there in
September and October. You can really
enjoy everything you do and see without
having someone breathing on your neck
or stepping on your toes. And the
scenery is even more magnificent; it is
full of color and contrast. The granite
cliffs, the sand and cobblestone beaches,

the mysterious mountains rising from
the sea, the deep lakes and their valleys,
the dense unexplored forests — all conquer you with their timeless natural
beauty and charm. It takes you away
from your problems into a completely
different world, a world full of peace
and magic.
You can see Acadia by car, on a
bicycle or on foot. If you're going by
car, the best place to go is the Park Loop
road, a 27-mile stretch that takes you to
all the famous spots: Sand Beach,
Thunder Hole, Otter Cliffs, Jordan Pond
and Cadillac Mountain. All of these
places offer wonderful views of the
ocean and of the land.
Cadillac Mountain is a great place to
see the sunrise. If you enjoy bicycling,
you can rent a bike in Bar Harbor, and ride
to the same spots. There are other astonishing views that cannot be seen from the
road. And, if you feel a little more adventurous, you can go on one of the countless
hiking trails.
These are not the only things that you
can do on the island. You also can go
kayaking, take a whale-watching tour,
everything
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Harbor's streets where there are many
shops and places to eat.
For those of you who are over 21,
you can visit one of the local bars and
clubs. There is something for everyone.
It does not matter if you come there for
a day or more; you will find something
to do, something that fits your own
tastes and preferences.
So, if you have not made plans for the
next weekend yet, or if you have an extra
day, grab your friends and head down to the
coast and see all that fall in Maine has to
offer. I guarantee you'll have a good time.

WEB POTPOURRI
• Getting out of debt
www.creditalk.com
If you want to know what is on your credit report, here they will
tell you how to find out. Also, learn how to budget your
finances with their worksheet, and use their credit calculator to
find out how to pay off balances.

• Talk to one of your "Friends"
www.mybytes.com
On Wednesday, Oct. 20, tune your computer to this site at 10:30
p.m. to chat with Matthew Perry. He will be talking with fans about
his new movie, "Three to Tango." Also, for more information on
his latest movie, check out the Web site: www.3totango.com.

• How rich are the candidates?
www.crp.org
This is a great site to find out more about your politicians and anything to do with government. See how much the presidential candidates are spending and raising. There are interesting profiles and
graphs which accompany these topics.

Singer Songwriter

S
DAVISRRIrt!
Appearing In Conce

• -•

- RESS YOURSELF_
1 IXP
Join the team of writers couering the latest
stgle and arts euents. Our meetings are
i

•

10.1111.6:4`
ommor
tit

lilednesdags at 5:30, 4th floor Chadbourne Hall.
For more information call or email Andrea Page, 5131-3061.
•

1

Orono Farmers
Market
Tuesday 2:00PM - 5:30PM
Saturday 8:00AM - 1:00PM
Rain or shine
Last day - October 30th
Vegetables, apples, cider, assorted sweets,
dried flowers, house plants, cinnamon buns, honey,
chicken, homemade soap

Located at the steam plant parking lot.

Tomorrow Night, October 19th
Peadbody Lounge @8pm
Memorial Union
cts)

The Union Board: Diversions
•• *
Campus Entertainment 581-1735
/IT
4)Center for Students and Community Life stuodi
ts
cornrrinstv
www.ume.maine.edu/—TUB
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Horror

from page 10

around and wipe it away," Everman said
about "Orgy of the Dead."
He commented that the new direction
of horror films in the future would be big,
special-effect remakes of classics, like
"The Mummy," "strictly for economical
reasons."
"This is a safety factor," Everman said.
"Low budget movies like 'Texas
Chainsaw Massacre' and 'Night of the
Living Dead'come out and they are a success. Soon big budget rip-offs are made."

Beauty

After Everman's discussion, many in the
audience, as they headed for the door,traded
bad horror rental stories with one another.
'Christmas Evil,' now that is the worst
ever," one teen-age boy said to his friend.
"I say "Night of the Lepus," the friend
said in his defense.
For those not familiar with the plot summary of"The Night of the Lepus," I will fill
you in. It revolves around the premise of
giant, fluffy bunny rabbits that ruin trailers
and kill humans somewhere in the Southwest.
from page 10

Dancing Spartanettes.
Carolyn drags Lester to one of the
Rockwell High basketball games to show
Jane they were interested in her life.
However, the beautiful seductress Angela
Hayes, played by Mena Suvari, catches
Lester's eye.
Lester becomes consumed by lust for
the 16-year-old vixen. He overhears
Angela telling Jane that he would be very
attractive if he got in shape and developed
bigger muscles. Lester then starts working
out and running with his gay neighbors.
The Burnhams have interesting
neighbors: Fitts, a homophobic Marine,
played by Chris Cooper, his son Ricky
and a gay couple.
Wes Bentley plays Ricky, Jane's suitor
from behind his video camera. Ricky is a drug
dealer who takes a temporary job as a caterer
because his father thinks that is how he makes
the money to buy his electronic toys.
Any memorable movie starts with a great
script and this film is no exception. The script
is by Alan Ball, who is better known for his
TV writing of "Cybill" and "Oh Grow Up,"
the new hit comedy on ABC.

PREGNANT?
CALL "MY CHOICE"
PREGNANCY & ADOPTION
SERVICES
•You choose and meet a lovingfamily in
or out ofstate
•Housing, medical related expenses
paid
•Personal, ongoing support

e,

1-800-773-9595

"American Beauty" is a great directorial debut for Sam Mendes. Mendes has
most of his experience in traditional theater. However, this movie is sure to make
his directorial skills in high demand
around Hollywood.
This movie is sure to push many people's buttons. It is an edgy black comedy
with glorified drug dealing, outward
homosexuality and pedophilic thoughts.
These qualities certainly make this movie
one of the most thought provoking and
exciting movies of the year.
Our Grade: B+
Rating: R
Running Time: 118 minutes

Reiki

from page 10

Because Reiki works on an energetic
level, Howe said he could treat any disease from diabetes, high blood pressure,
broken bones, cancer and others. Howe
has treated a dozen patients so far using
the hands-on healing technique and
about 75 to 100 people by speaking to
over the phone. People can get one or
more treatments depending on their illness. Something less serious like a
headache can be treated in one day
Howe said. A patient also plays a role in
the healing process as well as a Reiki
practitioner.
"Really I am not curing anybody," he
said. "I am only facilitating and helping
them heal by giving them the energy
they need or clearing up blockages,
making them relax."
"The person who is receiving the
treatment needs to be open to haling.
If they are very willing and open to
what I am trying to do, then healing is
much easier, because we are working
together."
People can also take classes from
masters and become Reiki practitioners themselves. Howe said a one-day
class could be enough for a person to
learn to cure him and practice Reiki
on others.
"It just comes down to practice," he
said. "Once you have been attuned, you

can do it and you can tell there is a difference. It takes time till you get used to
it. You have to trust your intuition."
Howe said he charges $ 35 to 45 for 45
minutes to an hour treatment. He said if people want to learn more and become Reiki
masters, they need to take additional courses.
Sara Seifert-Piper and Carroll D.
Piper, Reiki masters from Portland, also
believe that Reiki is holistic because it is
working on mind, body and spirit all
together. Sara Seifert-Piper said Reiki
practitioners act like an antenna for universal energy. She said she got her level
I and II and master's training with a
Reiki master from New Hampshire and
now she can treat any disease.
Seifert-Piper said people don't have
to believe in Reiki to get a treatment,
because it's going to work anyway. She
said most people who come to see her for
the first time are skeptical.
She said Reiki could be used as
adjunct to therapy or surgery. People
who get doctors' care or take medicine
should continue working with their
physicians. By practicing Reiki, they
help themselves to treat a disease efficiently. Seifert-Piper said physicians
first minded her treatment of their
patients, but now many doctors have
begun to learn more about Reiki and
often times they themselves practice it.

• Film
'Blair Witch'filmakers speak at UFlorida
By Trey Csar
Independent Florida Alligator
GAINESVILLE, Fla. (U-WIRE)—
Slouched back in black leather sofas on
a stage in the O'Connell Center, Dan
Myrick and Eduardo Sanchez, two of
the year's most talked about young
filmmakers, casually answered questions about their non-traditional moviemaking style.
The co-directors of the summer
smash "The Blair Witch Project" talked
to a group of more than 3,000 people
Thursday night. The talk was sponsored
by Accent, student government's speaker's bureau.
The film was shot unconventionally,
they said, with the three primary actors
working not from a script, but from

minimal "director's notes" given to
them every day.
"We did it in a completely real time
scenario — the actors were there 24
hours a day," Sanchez said. "They ate
there, they slept there, they went to the
bathroom there. We figured if we kept
the actors on their toes, they would have
this dread of 'What the hell are these
guys going to do to us tonight?" From
the casting call the duo hoped to keep
the actors jumping.
"We held the auditions much the
same way we shot the film — improv,"
Myrick said. "We asked them immediately,'Why do you think you should be
brought off parole after a 12-year sentence?' They would either fall right into
character or they wouldn't."
The pair also said near the end of

Applying to Graduate School?
Attend the Graduate School Workshop
NVednesday, October 20,3:30 pm at the Bangor Lounge, Memorial Union

Featuring
Scott Delcourt
Director of the Graduate School
University of Maine
Topics of discussion include:
GRE/GMAT
The overall application process
Letters of recommendation
Specific tips on applying
Application essays
Timetables and deadlines
Questions and Answers
Sponsored by the Career Center and the Graduate School. Forfurther information call 581-1359.

A.

the eight-day film shoot they scaled
back the amount of food given to the
actors to little more than "a PowerBar
and a banana."
"We knew that they were going to be
so physically and mentally exhausted by
the end they were going to put something on film we couldn't produce [in
Hollywood]," Sanchez said.
The result of that "experiment,"
they said, was lead character Heather
Donahue's ultra-realistic, spookily
lit, top-half-of-the-face apology to
her parents.
The mystery surrounding the
veracity of the "mockumentary" was
one of the things that landed the
movie a spot at the Sundance Film
Festival — one of the top showcases
for independent films.
"If you leave the theater and there's
no proof that [it] was not real, we
thought we could scare people,"
Sanchez said.
The hype about the movie ended up
propelling the movie to $143 million in
box-office revenue and its directors into
the spotlight. Sanchez called his and
Myrick's appearance on the cover of
Time Magazine "absolutely f—ing
ridiculous."
The two clearly showed off their
relaxed and humorous attitudes
throughout their hour and a half presentation. When one female crowd member
asked them how she could be in their
next movie, called "Heart of Love,"
Sanchez was quick to reply.
"If you're willing to get naked, we'll
put you in," he said.
Sanchez and Myrick were taken
aback, however, by a question posed by
UF freshman Kelly Hauser.
"I just wanted to know why your
movie sucked so bad," she asked,
adding later she was originally going
to ask how they got in touch with
Artisan Entertainment but later
changed her mind.
Myrick's short answer:"$143 million."
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Football Results

COLLEGE FOOTBALL
TOP 25:
#1 Florida State 33, Wake Forest 10
#2 Penn State 23, #17 Ohio State 10
#6 Florida 32, Auburn 14
#8 Kansas State 40, Utah State 0
#4 Virginia Tech 62, #15 Syracuse 0
#9 Georgia Tech 38, Duke 31
#11 Texas A&M 34, Kansas 17
#13 Alabama 30, #22 Mississippi 24
#14 Georgia 27, Vanderbilt 17
#18 Wisconsin 59, Indiana 0
#20 BYU 31, New Mexico 7
#2I Purdue 52, #7 Michigan State 28
Utah 21, #25 Air Force 15
NFL:
St. Louis 41, Atlanta 13
Oakland 20, Buffalo 14
Philadelphia 20, Chicago 16
Pittsburgh 17, Cincinatti 3
Detroit 25, Minnesota 23
Jacksonville 24, Cleveland 7
Tennessee 24, New Orleans 21
Miami 31, New England 30
Indianapolis 16, NY Jets 13
San Diego 13, Seattle 10
Denver 31, Green Bay 10
Carolina 31, San Francisco 29
Major League Baseball:
NY Mets 4, Atlanta 3
UMass quarterback Todd Bankhead gets airborne during their 38-17 win over Maine. (Caleb Raynor photo.)

• Volleyball

Maine drops two
By Rebecca McFalls
For the Maine Campus
The University of Maine volleyball
team may not have won a game this
weekend, but they made some major
improvements overnight.
In their homecoming match against
Delaware on Saturday, UMaine (0-11
overall and 0-4 in America East) lost by
scores of 15-1, 15-1 and 15-2.
The team will next meet conference
rival New Hampshire on Wednesday
night in the Pit.
The team had several goals entering the
game related to serving and scoring points.
Unfortunately, they were not able to
meet them.
"We were consistently making
improvements over our past seven games
,but we didn't show any during this
game," Maine coach Sue Medley said. "It
was great for the girls- all of us - to
play here at home."
Dana Haeger and Tanya Dowding
each had three digs in the defensive side.
On offense, Haeger and Kristi Carver led
the team in kills, both with two. The team
had hoped this figure would be higher.
"It really was disappointing not to

play well, especially in front of our home
crowd," Carver said.
"We wanted to come in much stronger
with a positive attitude and pride," added
Sarah Haney.
Margaret Lapinski recorded a matchhigh nine kills for Delaware (7-12, 2-1
conference), while Sadie Bjornstatd had
22 assists.
Though the scoreboard may suggest
otherwise, the Bears improved in many
ways in Saturday's match (15-0, 15-4, 151) against Towson.
In Sunday's match, the Bears recorded
only eight attacking error and one serving
error compared to 19 and 8 in the
Delaware match.
"We achieved our goals in serving,"
Medley said. Carver recorded two aces in
the match.
Haeger earned three kills and a block,
and Amanda Brooker and Carver each
had three digs.
"The team really gelled today,"
Dowding said. "We had played as six
individuals on the court but we are really
beginning to come together as one."
"I am really proud of how hard we
played and the improvements we made,"
Medley concluded.

WT10N'
Maine volleyball coach Sue Medley after
their loss to Delaware on Sunday:

were consistently
making improvements over
our past seven games, but
we didn't show any during
this game."

Classifieds
APARTMENTS
PHOENIX TAEKWONDOkickin' butt and takin' names in
OT. RU signed up? M+W eve, 22
N Main, 2nd fir, 827-5821

Room for rent $60/wk 1BR
furnished all utilities, HBO,
phone, 10 min from UMO.
Call Steve Crocker 827-7963

Orono Thrift Shop Wed 11am4pm, Sat Ilam-2pin. Pine st off
Main, 2nd right off Pine (Birch St)

Old Town sngl person share
apt w/ elder woman w/d, cable
all utilities inc. 250 mo. call
866-2449

$1,000s WEEKLY! Stuff
envelopes at home for $200 each+
bonuses. F/T,P/T. Make at least
$800/wk guaranteed! Free supplies. For details send one stamp
to N-105, PMB 552, 12021
Wilshire BLVD, Los Angeles, CA
90025
CASCO BAY BARTENDING
Classes start soon Student
Discounts Call for info. 1-800467-2028 SPACE IS LIMITED
New Student Records Are In!
Come pick them p at the info desk
in the Memorial Union, 2nd floor
Free armchair, pretty good condition. Call 843-0652 after 5pm.

TRAVEL
Spring break reps needed.
Earn $$$ travel free! No
cost. We train you. 800-367-42,52 springbreakdirect.com

Cat( 581-12.73

"We

SPRING BREAK 2000
The Millennium

A Ilt14 dixadc...nce in Travii
Free trips,Free l)rinks,Free Meals
.1.iniAica,Ciarnuii, Florida. Iturbrdtp., ituhmesas
Ow& brlorr

for irte Mrals & 2 Irct I rip%!
viAun•plashltrur.,1:11M

l-XftO.42.77IlIl

60-ween 9-4 -to
mace an aci in
the c(assifte4s!
3 tines 3 days $6

FOR SALE
1987 VW Jetta 105K miles
$1995 Visa/Mastercard
accepted Call 827-0302

WANTED
Make up to $2000 in one
week! Motivated student
organizations needed for marketing project. Call Heather I
800-357-9009 or www.campusbackbone.com/fundraiser.
MUSIC DIRECTOR Flexible,
committed•person sought by
small, friendly, diverse church
in Ellsworth to lead established choir and accompany
on piano and/or organ. Pay
negotiable. Please send
resume and references to:
Music Committee, St.
Dunstan's Episcopal Church,
PO Box 711, Ellsworth, ME
04605-0711
Come help with VOICE for
Make a Difference Day. We
are working with HOME
stacking and moving wood.
Sign up in the VOICE office
or at 581-1796. Groups and
individuals welcome.
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• Ice Hockey

Hockey

Last chances

scored a power play goal on a tip while
screening the Minnesota goaltender.
Kerluke followed up four minutes later
with a laser from the boards that blistered
past Samargia on the far side.
"I just came down the wing, broke the
'D', and put it top shelf, not much to it,"
Kerluke said.
Defenseman Dylan Mills scored two
minutes later, but Morrison closed the
door, making several late saves to preserve the win.
"I thought he was solid," Shawn
Walsh said. "He was big in the net, his
puckhandling helped us. I think both
guys this weekend removed any worry
about our goaltending."
Saturday Night: Five different Maine
players scored as the Black Bears won
their season opener 5-3.
Kerluke scored the game-winning
goal and had an assist. Sophomore
Barrett Heisten and freshman Martin
Kariya also chipped in with a goal and an
assist.
Matt Yeats made 31 saves, including
15 stops in the second period, to earn his
first collegiate win in his first career start.
"Every shot seemed like a beach ball
out there in the second period," Yeats said.
Minnesota opened the scoring early,
scoring three minutes into the first period
on just its second shot of the game.
Despite being hooked and hacked by two
Maine defenders, center Erik Westrum
fought his way to the front of the net and
fired a shot past Yeats.
Maine scored the equalizer midway
through the period as Reimann chipped a
pass to Chris Heisten, who skated to the

By Mike Trocchi
Northeastern News
BOSTON (U-WIRE) — Todd Barclay
has a new perspective. Coming off an 1120-3 season last year, he realizes there is
no place to go but up. However, he also
realizes this is his last chance to succeed at
the collegiate level.
"Last year, last hurrah for everything,"
said the senior center. "This is the last
chance I'm going to have to do anything in
college."
But as he headed back to the locker
room after practice last Friday, he showed a
light-hearted confidence rarely seen before.
After a practice session that saw the blackand-red squad dominate the gray-and-white
team in a full scrimmage, Barclay, on the
losing end, wasn't discouraged.
"I was on the winning side," he said
jokingly when asked how things went.
"No, I was on the real bad side today.
[But] every day is a new day."
And the regularly serious player
seemed more laid back than ever, a rare
position for a senior with so much at stake.
As Barclay continued to answer questions, fellow senior and co-captain Billy
Newson said,"Tell me when you're done."
Barclay's reply: "I'll get right on that,"
he said, cracking a smile.
That attitude will touch two other
members of the Northeastern Huskies
men's hockey team as NU dresses four
seniors for the 1999-2000 season, the most
since coach Bruce Crowder took over in
1996. It will also determine how far this
team goes this year.

As the Huskies, picked to finish sixth
in the Hockey East this season by the
conference's coaches, try to put a disastrous '98-'99 season behind them, senior
leadership will be the rudder that guides
what is maybe the most talented, yet
most humbled, hockey team Crowder has
led at NU.
Co-captain Roger Holeczy sees a lot of
change in the locker room this year.
"Everybody's got a whole new attitude," he said."I feel this team's a lot closer now."
Holeczy admits that the off-season
was painful. "It was all summer. When I
said 'Northeastern' they say 'Gosh, what
happened to you guys?"
In case you bailed ship early last year,
the season was a textbook case of hard- •
knock lessons learned. The highlight was a
Brian Cummings overtime goal that propelled the Huskies into the Beanpot final.
But a 4-2 loss to rival Boston University a
week later in the final summed up how trying last season was.
Crowder, who signed a four-year
contract extension over the summer that
will keep him on St. Botolph Street
through 2003, said he learned the most
from a six-game slide that began with the
Beanpot loss. "I think that was more my
fault as a coach. We finally got into the
Beanpot [final]. We played well. We lost.
I probably shouldn't have been as hard
on the kids. They gave it all they had."
"I came across with the attitude that
accept losing. I probably should
can't
we
have taken a step back as a coach, counted
to 10 and reevaluated what I was doing."

Acadia's premier outdoor outfitter.

Huge Used Bike Sale
Rental Fleet Liquidation

since being injured against Colgate in the
first game of the season. In the final two
series of the game, Scott was four-of-12
for 53 yards.
"We felt like Jake was getting pasted,"
Cosgrove said. "There was a situation
where the hits were coming pretty furiously and it was an opportunity to get Brian in
the game to run the two-minute drill."

from page 16
The UMass secondary kept Maine's
receivers in check, as Chad Hayes led the
team with 73 yards on five catches.
Phil McGeoghan was held to four
catches for just 28 yards.
"They're an excellent defense. They
don't post a shutout and hold someone to
72 yards one week without being pretty
darned good," Cosgrove said.

Open
your mind
You may learn
something about yourself.
The Maine Campus
UMaine's thrice-weekly newspaper
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front of the net and put a shot behind
Adam Hauser, bringing the capacity
crowd of 5,641 to their feet.
"I got lucky," Chris Heisten said. "I
was supposed to go upstairs with it, but I
kind of whiffed on it."
The biggest cheers of the night came
halfway through the second period. Just
2:41 after Minnesota regained the lead,
Kerluke flipped a pass through two
defenders to Kariya, who faked right, then
slid a backhand shot into the net.
"I didn't expect it to be that loud," Kariya
said of the Alfond crowd. "You see the rink
every day but you don't see the fans. Once
the fans get there, it's just totally nuts."
Twenty-nine seconds later, Maine took
the lead. Matthias Trattnig took a long
pass from defenseman Anders Lundback
and skated down the left side and fired a
shot over Hauser's right shoulder.
Kerluke scored four minutes later to
push the lead to two goals. He took a long
outlet pass from Kariya and broke past a
Minnesota defender before firing a wrist
shot over Hauser's glove hand.
Westrum scored a short-handed goal
for the Golden Gophers late in the third
period to close the gap, but Barrett
Heisten put the game away with an empty
net goal with just over 20 seconds to play.
"We kind of got caught on our heels a
little bit at first, but with four lines rotating we got them eventually," Larose said.
Before the game, a random season
ticket holder and a random student were
chosen to raise the 1998-1999 NCAA
championship banner. When they pulled
the ropes to raise the banner, one of the
ropes snapped, and the banner stayed put.

Football

Starting Tuesday October 19th
Student Union - Lown Room

RALEIGH - CANNONDALE - GIANT
FROM $149.00 - $799.00
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DING
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Class Begins
Fri., Oct. 22nd- 6:00PM
FFA Room, 2nd Floor
Memorial Union Bldg.
University of Maine
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• Women's soccer

Black Bears falter in final two home games

Maine's Nancy Dillingham gets physical during Friday's loss to Delaware. (Caleb
By Jeremy Garland
For the Maine Campus
Emotions ran high as the Maine
women lost their final home game of the
season 2-0 to Towson University Sunday
at Alumni Field.
"If you ask me, we came out on top,"
said senior Nikki Reed, one of nine seniors
honored for their service Sunday. "I couldn't ask anymore of the underclassmen that
gave us the day that we had today."
The players competed through a variety
of weather conditions ranging from pouring
rain in the first half to bright sunshine in the
second with cloudy periods in between.
Maine generated many scoring
chances, especially in the second half, but
Towson goalkeeper Tina Steck came up

with key stops and saves down the stretch.
Maine falls to 1-13-0, 0-7-0 in conference.
Towson improves to 5-7-0, 1-3-0 in
America East play. Naomi Welsh had two
saves for UMaine as the freshman goalkeeper got the start Sunday.
Towson forward Melissa Mueller scored
the first goal of the game in the 51st minute
off an assist from Jenn Cook. Towson
added a goal in the 90th when Maggie
Lennon beat Naomi Welsh as she tried to cut
the ball off to speed it up the field.
The coaching staff of Maine presented
each senior with flowers and a hug before
the game. The memories of the hard
work, road trips, wins and losses all came
flooding back during some final photo
shoots with parents.
"Being my last home game here, it's pret-

Wt44E13 is having a can drive,
and we wan+ you,to
Please bring your canned orno'n-ç5rishable
goods to the WMEB studio,
located on the 1st floor East kinex and help the
less fortunate have a better Thanksgiving.
/VW /
For your generosity,
WMEB will enter you into a raffle. 1 can=1entry.
The winner of the raffle wins a seat on the bench
with the defending national champion
Maine Hockey team during a game!
So help a good cause and win a seat on the
bench--only from WMEB!
Stay tuned to 91.9 FM WMEB for more details. ..

have the satisfaction of knowing that when
they come back in the future, when we are
successful in terms of the wins and losses,
they will know that they were instrumental
in laying that foundation."
Maine 5, Delaware I: The Delaware
Blue Hens dominated play against Maine
Saturday, winning 5-1 at Alumni Field.
"I think we played really well," said
Delaware head coach Scott Grzenda.
"We finished finally, which is something
we hadn't done in a long time. The goals
we scored came from hustle and determination. Those were the kinds of goals we
weren't getting earlier in the year."
The Blue Hens spoiled the first of two
weekend homecoming games for the
Black Bears. The loss extended Maine's
winless streak to eight.
Delaware's record improved to 3-1 in
conference, 4,6-1 overall.
"1 think we're up and we're finally getting into our game," Delaware senior midfielder Erika Larson said, who notched
two assists during the afternoon.
"Hopefully, we should be winning the rest
of our games."
Delaware outshot Maine 17-1, making it tough for the Black Bears to generate many offensive chances. Scoring
opened for Delaware in the 33rd minute
with an unassisted goal from sophomore
forward Stacey Lukens. Six minutes
Stephanie
later, junior defender
Schmucker scored on Larson's first assist.
"We did too much running and too much
defending due to our lack of possession,"
said Maine head coach Scott Atherley.
"That's what we struggled with all day."
Maine could not mount a second half
Raynor photo.)
comeback as the Delaware offense attacked
successfully. Delaware scored two more
ty sad," said senior Carolyn Fotiu. "1 was forgoals five minutes apart, and the Blue Hens
tunate to play and be healthy, and I enjoyed
sealed the game from that point on.
the players that I'm graduating with."
Midfielder Tracy Cantwell scored first in
Four of the graduating seniors, Reed,
Fotiu, Amy Quist, and Kate Maynard, the second half in the 53rd minute,and Mandy
Merritt made the assist. Cantwell also assisted
started the game. The other seniors gradSara Wilson on the second goal of the half.
uating include Megan O'Hazo, Stephanie
Carolyn Fotiu made Maine's only shot
Theriault, Katie DeStefano, Cathy
on goal count. She scored on a pass from
Brezinski, and Heidi Dombrock.
"As I told [the seniors] before the game, forward Amy Smith after catching backof the
they will never be able to taste the fruits of up goalie Laura Larentowicz out
scored
net in the 84th minute. Delaware
their labor," said Maine head coach Scott
when Kelly Walker knocked home
late
a
planted
is
done
they've
Atherley. "What
Larson's second assist of the day.
seed, and from that seed they are going to
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• Hockey

Kerluke leads Maine in weekend sweep
By Eric Nelson
For the Maine Campus
First, the championship banner wouldn't come down. Then
the air conditioner was broken.
The only thing that did work this
weekend was the hockey team.
Maine pulled out two comefrom-behind wins in sweeping
the Minnesota Golden Gophers
at Alfond Arena this weekend.
"I thought that was a terrific
college hockey weekend,"
Maine head coach Shawn Walsh
said. "I tip my hat to Minnesota,
they embarrassed us at times,
they starved us at times, and
today they were just out-goaltended. We're tickled to get two
wins out of this weekend."
Junior Dan Kerluke was the
offensive hero, scoring the
game-winning goal in both
games and adding two assists.
"Kerluke's a goal scorer,"
Shawn Walsh said. "He just
needs a chance .He gets a shot
and it's dangerous."
Sunday afternoon. Maine
spotted Minnesota a 2-0 lead
before scoring four of the next
five goals en route to a 5-4 win.
The Golden Gophers dominated the early part of the game,
jumping out to a 2-0 lead on a

first period goal by Erik
Westrum, who scored four goals
for Minnesota this weekend, and
a second period tally by John
Pohl.
Chris Heisten got Maine on
the board just over a minute
later, tipping in a point shot by
Cory Larose for the power play
goal. This seemed to wake up
the players, as they began to
control the flow of play.
Halfway through the period,
Martin Kariya scored what
Shawn Walsh described as a
"breathtaking goal." Kariya
deked Minnesota defenseman
Matt DeMarchi, then cut back
inside before firing a wrist shot
over goaltender Pete Samargia's
blocker.
"Their d-men didn't play too
well, so I think .it was more his
mistake than my doing it,"
Kariya said.
Barrett Heisten gave Maine
its first lead of the game. He
took a pass from brother Chris
and skated into the offensive
zone on a two-on-one with Tom
Reimann. Heisten elected to
shoot, firing the puck over
Samargia's glove.
Maine's lead was short-lived.
Three minutes later on a Maine
power play, Westrum skated

Maine's Peter Metcalf gets checked by Minnesota's Dylan Mills in the first period of Sunday
night's game.(Caleb Raynor photo.)
down the left side, gave Larose a
fak.: that had the Maine forward
completely turned around, then
skated into the zone and fired a
shot over Morrison's shoulder.
The broken air conditioner
came into play during the third
period, as a blanket offog covered

the ice. At one point late in the
game, the referee had both teams
skate in circles in an attempt to
break up the fog. Morrison said it
had a major effect on his ability to
anticipate the play because he
couldn't see the puck until it got to
the blue line.

• Football

Shipp, UMass sets sails over Bears
By Josh Nason
Maine Campus staff
The University of Maine defense
knew that if they didn't stop running
back Marcel Shipp, it would be hard
to control the powerful University of
Massachusetts offense.
After Saturday's game, they
know how hard that can be.
Shipp rumbled for 256 yards
and two touchdowns as the
defending national champions
scored 28 unanswered secondhalf points and punished the
Black Bears 38-17.
"Their big players stepped up
and made plays and we just didn't do it on either side of the ball
or on our special teams," Maine
head coach Jack Cosgrove said.
With the defeat, Maine drops
to 2-4 overall — 1-2 in the

Atlantic 10 — and will travel to
Rhode Island next Saturday for
their first road game since Sept. 4.
UMass quarterback Todd
Bankhead opened up the playbook in the second half, tossing a
24-yard pass to Sean Higgins to
complete a five play, 68-yard
drive to tie the game at 17-17.
Bankhead (15-of-22, 191
yards, two touchdowns) had a
one-yard run at the end of the
third quarter to give the
Minutemen (3-3 overall, 3-1
conference) the lead for good.
Adrian
Zullo
was
Bankhead's favorite target with
115 yards on four catches, also
picking up a touchdown early in
the first quarter.
"Zullo's a quick guy. He got
behind us a couple times and
they just did what they're sup-

Inside Sports:

posed to do — throw and catch,"
Maine defensive back Aaron
Dashiell (nine tackles) said.
Shipp took over for Zullo
from there, scoring two fourthquarter touchdowns as part of
his second half assault on the
Maine defense.
The running back had 148
yards (192 in the half) in the
fourth with runs of 64 yards and
a touchdown run of 50 yards.
After UMass took a 10-6 lead
into the second quarter, the
Black Bears scored 11 unanswered points to take a 17-10
lead into the half, capitalized by
Brent Naccara's second touchdown of the day.
The fullback broke tackles
and simply ran through the
UMass secondary en route to a
34-yard run with 42 seconds

"Quote of
the Week"
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remaining, later catching a
two-point conversion pass
from Jake Eaton.
"That was really the first time
I've been part of a play like
that," Naccara said. "I haven't
run the ball too much so far this
year. Every play, I'm trying to
make a big play and this time,
obviously, the guys up front did a
great job and it just opened up."
The converted linebacker led
Maine in rushing with 73 yards
and two touchdowns, the first
coming on a one-yard plunge in
the first quarter.
Eaton struggled at times,throwing two interceptions. He finished
16-of-26 for 185 yards before being
relieved for Brian Scott.
It was Scott's first game time
See FOOTBALL on page 14

"You didn't know which
player had it, whether it was one
of their best players or one of
their chumps," Morrison said.
The Black Bears did some
blinding of its own,as Ben Guite
See HOCKEY on page 14

SPORTS BRIEFS
Field hockey blanked by
Northeastern: Jackie Carl scored midway through the second half to lead the
Northeastern Huskies past the
University of Maine 1-0 at Brookline,
Mass., on Saturday.
The Black Bears fall to 6-9 overall
and 1-4 in America East, as NU
improves to 6-9 overall and 5-1 in the
conference.
Danielle Burke made eight saves
on 11 shots for Maine, while
Kathleen Madaus had six saves on
seven shots for NU.
Men's soccer drops game to
Delaware: Mike Honeysett and Brian
Shepanslci scored first-half goals 3:07
apart, as the Blue Hens blanked Maine
2-0 on Friday.
Aaron Weymouth had eight saves
on 16 shots for Maine, while Nick
Konawalik had four saves on six shots
for Delaware.
Maine was at Towson on
Sunday, but results were not available as of press time.

Volleyball:

Women's Soccer:

Unsuccessful return.

Struggles continue.
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